Abstract: An analysis of the Berlekamp-Massey Linear Feedback Shift-Register (LFSR) Synthesis Algorithm is provided which shows that an input string of length 12 requires C ( i 2 ) multiplication/ addition operations in the underlying field of definition. We also derive the length distribution for digit strings of length n. Results show that, on the average, the encoded length is no greater than n + l .
Introduction
The Block-Oriented Information Compression (BOIC) scheme of Ling and Palermo [ 11 is isomorphic to the Linear Feedback Shift-Register (LFSR) Synthesis Algorithm proposed by Massey [2] when one deals with bit strings. The LFSR algorithm, which is essentially the same as the Berlekamp Iterative Algorithm [ 31, was developed for encoding and is more general and computationally faster than the BOIC scheme. This work contains analysis of the LFSR scheme; in particular, we derive the distribution D ( n ; 1) of lengths 1 needed to generate strings of length n. In the binary case, D ( n ; 1) appears when the binary symmetric source is assumed.
The distribution D ( n ; 1) can be used to compute the expected value E(n) of a random bit string. It turns out that n i E(n) 5 n + 1 : hence one gets, o n the average, data expansion with this method. [The length of n (log,n bits) is not included in this estimate.] A fundamental result in information theory [4, p. 43, Theorem 3.1 I ] states that any encoding must lead, on the average, to data expansion; the result here is quite good in view of that fact.
The following section of this paper can be considered a supplement to [2] and [3, Chapter 71 . In it we present Massey's algorithm and indicate which steps contribute to the computation cost. We then prove what the minimum, average, and maximum computation costs are in terms of the numbers of multiplications and additions. T o first order, these three values are 0, in' (2 -p -' ) , and i n z when computations are done in a field with p elements. We determine that the average number of polynomial evaluations is n ( 2 -p") . This section also contains a derivation of formulas for D ( n ; 1) and E(n).
The next section contains a comparison of step I of 204 the BOIC scheme and the LFSR Algorithm. We show there that steps 2, 3, and 4 of the BOIC scheme compression stage are redundant; i.e., the result they seek is contained in step 1. Then we show that step 1 requires more work than the LFSR Algorithm; step 1 turns out to be C ( n " ) for most sequences. We use the notation of [ I ] and refer to specific equations there. We do not give a parallel evaluation ofthe LFSR Algorithm and the BOlC scheme. However, assuming that we can count n bit operations as one operation, we find that the BOIC scheme can be done in O ( n 2 ) operations whereas the LFSR Algorithm requires no more than a( n log,n) operations.
Description and specification of the LFSR Algorithm
The problem: Given n elements sl, sZ; . 
GO TO 6; else GO T O 5.
6. j + j + I ,
The computational effort occurs in steps 2, 4, and 5 and we endeavor to find minimum, average. and maximum computation costs of performing these steps. This computation is performed in a field containing p elements. By holding n fixed but letting p + m, we can obtain results for the real number field. Another result we obtain is the distribution of lengths, D ( n ; I ) , of the minimal LFSR's; our method of proof is induction. 
where we hypothesize that there is one formula (of length zero) when n = 0. Next, we compute the length of an average formula, E ( n ) , assuming random sequences. By definition,
The factor 2 is due to the fact that both sl,. . ., sl and c,, . . ., cl must be saved to compute sl,. . ., s , . By grouping sum terms v and n -v, we may write
where Hence, where p = [ n / 21. Using formulas for the sum and derivative of a geometric series, we get E(
where
and
We claim 0 5 N < D . That 0 5 N follows from And,
In either case, N < D . We summarize these facts in
which says that the expected value of the encoding length is always between n and n + 1. Thus, on the average, one expects a slight data expansion. For example, when p = 2 and n is large, we get N / D = 4/ 9 for n even and S/ 9 for n odd.
Computation cost of the LFSR Algorithm
We want to establish the minimum, average, and maximum "costs" (i.e., the numbers of multiplication operations) of the LFSR Algorithm in terms of executing steps 2, 4, and 5 , and also the number of times these steps are entered. For the minimum and maximum costs we de-
scribe the types of input data strings that cause the LFSR Algorithm to do the least and the most multiplication. The average cost is handled by computing the total cost of processing each of the pn possible input data strings one time and then dividing this total by pn. A direct measure of the total cost of processing each of the p" possible input strings one time is the sum of all multiplications done by the LFSR Algorithm during this processing. We call this the sum multiplication count and we determine it by deriving and solving recurrence relations. More specifically, we derive multiplication counts for steps 2, 4, and 5 at iteration step v = 0, 1 , . . ., n -1 and then sum over v to obtain the total multiplication count of these steps. The average cost is then the sum of these three counts divided by pi'.
In the same manner we compute the number of times steps 2, 4, and 5 are executed. These counts refer to the average number of polynomial evaluations required by the LFSR Algorithm.
It should be noted that in the Boolean case no multiplication need be done in steps 4 and 5. This is because dh" always equals one and thus the polynomial operations there become EXCLUSIVE OR and shift operations. However, the add count is identical to the multiplication count for LFSR's when p > 2 ; thus in the Boolean case the reader should substitute add for multiply in what follows. This is what we meant above when we said the multiplication count is a direct measure of the total cost of processing.
Before turning to an analysis of steps 2, 4, and 5 to determine the average cost, we state some ground rules: The computations in these steps require l ( k ) multiplications and additions, where l ( k ) is the value of 1 at the end of the particular step during the kth iteration. We neglect the multiplication required to compute hd", which is justified by a remark at the end of the following section. We ignore operations on the constant term of C ( x ) because it always equals one, and ignore savings due to the occasional cancellation of leading terms in C(x) .
Average cost
Number of polynomial evaluations and one of these three possibilities must occur. Now consider vectors U ( n ) , V ( n ) and W ( n ) which are ob-tained by summing M, u, and w over all possible pn input strings s. For each integer n, U ( n ) is a vector of length n ; U ( n ; v ) isthevthcomponentofU(n),v=O;..,n-1.
The following recurrence relations hold:
w h e r e a = l n / 2 l r P = r n / 2 1 , a n d n = 0 , l;..;also
w h e r e v = O ; . . , n -l , a n d n = 1 , 2 ; . . . (5) , and (6) can be solved either by induction or by using difference equation methods. We note that Eqs. (7) and (8), and also Eqs. ( 12) through ( 15) which follow, require a large amount of tedious, straightforward algebra on polynomials in the variable p . In doing the calculations we were aided immeasurably by the SCRATCHPAD system [ 5 ] . Each of the expressions
Equations (4),
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contained in these equations represents a polynomial even though it is represented in part as the quotient of two polynomials, a compact form that allows one to easily see asymptotic values.
The solutions to equations ( 4 ) , (5) , and (6) are U ( n + I ; v) = p":
p"-"(p -1)
w h e r e a = L n / 2 ] , p = [ n / 2 ] . a n d n = l , 2 ; . .
. N o t e t h a t [ V ( n + 1 ; v ) + W ( n + 1 : v ) ] / C / ( n + l ; v ) = ( p -1 )~0
that, on the average, we correct the LFSR Algorithm p -I out of p times at each iteration step. In the Boolean case ( p = 2 ) we get d = 0 (in step 3 ) 50 percent of the time. The total polynomial count TPC is the sum of n pn, S V , and S W . We get TPC(n) = n(2p" -p""). This indicates that an average input data string s requires n (2 -p") polynomial evaluations. The total cost of computingbd"insteps4and5isSV(n)+SW(n)=p"-pn" multiplications and the same number of divisions.
Number of multiplications required
Here we establish the multiplication count (which equals the addition count) for performing the polynomial operations in steps 2, 4, and 5. Analogous to Eqs. (4) and (5) we have recurrence relations
where a = Ln/ 21 and n = 0, 1, 2 , . . .; M C 2 , MC4, and MC5 stand for multiplication count steps 2, 4, and 5 summed over all possible p n formulas:
"=O
207
T o verify Eqs. (9) . (9b, c ) .
We define and similarly for S M 4 ( n ) and SM5(n). Summing Eqs.
( 10) over v and then adding them to Eq. ( 9 ) , we get 
1;
where n = 2k is the condition for using the first expression in each pair and n = 2k + 1 , for the second.
Next, we sum Eqs. ( 1 2 ) to find the total multiplication count at iteration step v, v = 0, 1 , . . ., n:
Finally, the multiplication count of the LFSR Algorithm is the sum from v = 0 to n -l of Eq. ( 14) or, equivalently, the sum of Eqs. ( 13 ) : From ( 15 ) we see that the average multiplication count for the LFSR Algorithm is approximately ) n ( n + 1 ) -in'p". Since one does about n ( 2 -p") polynomial evaluations, the average polynomial evaluation requires an multiplications (and additions). Table 2 lists the multiplication counts for the Boolean case ( p = 2 ) for input strings up to length ten.
Minimum cost
The string s = 0 constitutes the only input data that minimize the computation cost of the LFSR Algorithm. Clearly, L , ( s ) = 0 for all n when s = 0. Hence, steps 4 and 5 are never entered and there is no computation for these steps.
Step 2 reduces to the value assignment d = sk+, for k = 0, ' . ., n -1 and, as we indicated previously, we do not count this operation.
Maximum cost There are several digit strings that produce a maximum multiplication count of $ n ( n + 1 ). To show this we give an induction proof that is more complicated than one might suspect because in going from strings of length n to length n + 1, a maximal string s can increase its cost only by n + 1 whereas other strings can increase their costs by as much as 2 ( n + 1 ) . It turns out that maxima for odd length input strings can occur at more than one value. To overcome this difficulty we need a slightly more complicated induction hypothesis, as follows. + 1 ) ; the maximum value is $n ( n + 1 ) for both cases. Figure 1 is a tree diagram that illustrates this induction hypothesis. Nodes are labeled by a pair of numbers rn, n , where m equals the number of constants needed and n equals the maximum multiplication count. The edge label is the increase in multiplication count in going from iteration step v to step v + I. Any path from the root node consisting of v edges reaches iteration step v. The set of nodes whose distance is n from the root constitutes the n + 1 group maxima; we say these nodes are at level n.
Node 2, 2 illustrates the difficulty: During iteration step 3, its multiplication count can increase by four (steps 2 and 4 are entered and each contributes a count of two) and thus it merges with node 2, 6. A similar remark holds for node 3 , 9 at iteration step 4. When p = 2 (binary case) the average is about threefourths of the maximum count. These cases are the extremes, and other finite fields yield ratios between three-fourths and one. Finally, note that Eqs. (3 ) and (1 6 ) complement each other; they indicate, respectively, the number of input strings and the maximum multiplication count for each of the n + 1 groups. Table 3 contains the maximum multiplication counts for each group for input strings up to length ten.
Comments on the BOlC scheme
The compression stage BOIC scheme consists of four steps [ 1, p. 1431. We shall show that the computation in step 1 contains the answer, a , that they seek; this obviates the need for steps 2 , 3 , and 4.
Step 1 is to be compared with the LFSR Algorithm. Since step 1 is D ( n 3 ) (Gaussian elimination on I rows of length about n -I ) , we think the LFSR Algorithm should always be used. Berlekamp, in his book [3, Chapter 7, Section 51 discusses the relation between the LFSR Algorithm and matrices of the BOIC type. Because these matrices have a special structure ( m i j = it is possible to solve equations in less than 0 ( n 3 ) operations; e.g., the LFSR Algorithm does the job in O(n'). 
